Surface plasmons excited by multiple layer grating.
The surface plasmons that are excited by the multiple layer grating structures on the gold thin film are studied using the finite-difference time-domain method in this paper. The structure parameters' effects on the coupling enhancement of surface plasmons are examined, and the structure design guidelines are given. It is found that the distance between the grating layers and the distance between the gratings and gold thin film are the key structure parameters for better cavity resonances. To have the stronger field enhancements of the excited surface plasmons for the multilayer grating structures, it is found that the width of the gratings should be smaller for the lower grating layers. The multiple layer gratings with proper structure designs can have better performances than single layer grating structure because the cavity effects can enhance the light coupling and more light can be coupled into the surface plasmons by more layers of grating. It is found that the maximum electric field intensity for five layer grating structures can be 163% of the case of the single layer grating structure in our simulations.